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Because of the positive response of the
community, we will have to consider the first issue of THE SEMINAR a success! We thank all
of you for your encouragement, suggestions and
ideas. There was no disapproval for “THE SEMINAR” as a name, and some even liked the title,
so our newsletter’s name is now official.
Remember that you are a part of THE SEMINAR. Tell the rest of us about your experiences
and challenges that would be of interest to the
rest of the community. Our readers range in
level of experience from those just considering
their first SEM to the oldtimers who have all (or
at least some of) the answers. We would appreciate the experienced sharing their tricks and tips,
and the inexperienced asking for help with the
nagging problems. Tell us about your last Great
SEM Case? Tell us about a unique application?
Tell us about what you know someone else is
doing? (and if you want, we’ll contact them).
This is your newsletter. All suggestions and
submissions are appreciated by everyone. Again,
thanks for your support!

HHHELP FROM CD-ROMELP FROM
CD-ROM
The Particle Atlas Electronic Edition
Ian Stewart, Senior Technical Consultant
R J. Lee Group, Inc.
In his preface to the first edition of The Particle Atlas, Jim Lodge talks of the challenge he
posed to Dr. Walter McCrone in the 1950s to
come up with a taxonomy for particles to assist in
the identification of particles under the microscope.
Jim’s interest and the support of the Midwest Air
Pollution Prevention Association and, later, the US
Public Health Service, gave birth to the first edition of The Particle Atlas. This first edition, published in 1967, was a single volume which combined guidance on particle separation and identification techniques with a collection of optical micrographs of reference particles. The demand for
this reference work soon outpaced the supply. In
the meantime, however, it had become obvious
that reprinting was not the answer as increased
application of the microscope, in all its implementations, to environmental pollution and indus..continued on next page
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trial contamination had resulted in a need for a
more comprehensive work. The task of assembling the considerable textual content of a revised
Atlas was begun. At the same time, the monumental task of re-photographing the existing particle set and those added in the intervening years
was underway. Electron microscopy was added
to the light microscopy collection and the number
of particles was increased to over 600. The Second Edition, published in 1972, encompassed four
volumes and included extensive tables of particle
properties. In 1980, a further two volumes were
published, incorporating some four hundred additional particles and updated information on new
developments in particle analysis.

in the text are similarly selected and, although
somewhat slower to respond, pop up on the
screen within a fraction of a second. A very useful feature is the ability to minimize these tables
and figures so that they can be recalled, this time
instantaneously, while a further portion of text is
read. Thus while studying, for example, dispersion staining, the several figures referenced can
all be maintained in minimized format and recalled
as required in order to better understand the
theory. So much for the text portion, what of the
micrographs which many regard as the strength
of the original Atlas? Color rendering of the light
micrographs for the most part accurately matches
that of the original, although some users may see
some color shifts due to palette limitations of the
particular graphics adapter in their computer. The
scanning electron micrographs, due to the loss of
the original photographs, occasionally reflect the
limitations of scanning a half-tone reproduction in
place of an original but are of more than acceptable quality. The original SEM micrographs were
taken over twenty years ago and thus represent
the resolution typical of state of the art at that
time. MicroDataware, producers of the PAE2, are
aware of the limitations in resolution of both the
SEM micrographs and the EDXRA spectra and
have indicated that updating this section is one of
their priorities.

It was the first edition of The Particle Atlas
that introduced us to the concept of assigning a
binary code to particle types based on such factors as color, transparency and shape. To many
of us this six digit binary code was an interesting
concept, pointing the way to computerized storage and retrieval of particle characteristics. At
that time, however, few of us had access to a
computer to store and retrieve this particle information. Little did we realize that some twentyfive years later, computer technology would be
commonplace in our labs, and homes, with desk
top units unbelievably more powerful than our wildest hopes in the ’50s. The ability to store on a
three and a half inch plastic disc all the combined
expertise and information of the six volume Particle Atlas would have seemed unlikely to us. Nevertheless, this represents today’s technology. The
Particle Atlas has indeed been reproduced on a
CD-ROM and can be instantly available at your
finger tips right alongside your microscope. How
successful, then, has been this conversion to CDROM and how readily may it be used? Making
full use of the versatility of the Windows environment, PAE2, as The Particle Atlas Electronic Edition is known, is a real interactive reference volume. Handling of the text portion of the Atlas has
been particularly well implemented with rapid access to all sections of the Atlas from its Table of
Contents. Once in the desired section, there is
immediate cross-referencing from within the text
to the glossary through “hyperlinks” identified by
green type. A simple click on a mouse button
instantly brings up the glossary definition of the
selected hyperlink. Tables and figures referenced

It is in its handling of accessing the micrographs, however, that PAE2 excels. The search
capabilities of the computer are well exploited. In
addition to implementing the original McCrone binary code, PAE2 permits the incorporation of refractive index and elemental data in the search
codes to further narrow down the list of candidate particles. Wild card options enable partial
binary codes to be entered if data is incomplete
and the Atlas may also be searched by mineral
or particle name, chemical composition, particle
number from the original Atlas, and any combination of these parameters. Once narrowed, the
list of particles identified can be browsed through
at random. The full characteristics of each particle are presented, including fluorescence data
added since the original Atlas. The optical or the
electron micrograph can be selected and viewed
for comparison with the unknown particle. Each
micrograph is accompanied by its full description
from the Atlas and the full flexibility of access to
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the glossary definitions remains intact through
hyperlinks incorporated in the description. With a
CD-ROM reader capable of a sustained transfer
rate of 300 kB per second transfer rate, recall of
the micrographs generally takes less than two
seconds. The search routines work smoothly and
effectively and particle searches are carried out
in a fraction of the time that it takes to access the
same information in book form. in all, this electronic edition of The Particle Atlas surpasses the
original in its ease of use and brings to fruition
the dream of the ’50s. Certainly there are a few
minor glitches but MicroDataware is aware of
these and is rectifying them. They should not deter the serious particle microscopist.

UNRULY HAIR: NO FAIRY TALE
You think you’ve had a bad hair day? One U.S.
woman has hair problems that go way beyond
such ordinary complaints as split ends.
This true medical saga began when a 39-yearold woman with thick, light-brown hair complained
to her doctor about hair loss. After she took the
diuretic drug spironolactone for her treatable condition, the shedding decreased but the coarse,
curly hair that grew back was so tangled she could
not comb it, even with the liberal use of conditioners.

..reprinted with permission from “Microscopy Today”
and Ian Stewart, September 1993.

Dermatologist Wilma F Bergfeld and her colleagues at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation describe the woman’s plight in the August ARCHIVES
OF DERMATOLOGY. It turns out that she suffers from uncombable-hair syndrome.

note:
For an additional review, see the article “The
Particle Atlas, Electronic Edition” by Walter
McCrone in “American Laboratory”, April 1993, p
39.

That’s the actual name of a bonafide condition. The syndrome, also called spun-glass hair,
may have inspired a German fairy tale about a
boy with unruly hair who never touched a comb.

For information on PAE-2, contact Steve
Schaefer or Sandra White at MicroDataware, Hayward Ca, 800/582-6624.
A demo disk is available.

Dermatologists have reported 50 cases of the
medical syndrome, mostly in children age 3 to
12. This is the first known case of the condition
developing in an adult with previously healthy hair,
Bergfeld and her co-worKers say.

WHAT'S NEW ?
Dapples Systems’ x-ray microanalysis
products, MicroPlus and Micro.EDS, now
include a standardless analysis package as
well as quantitative analysis programs. Also,
new this year are the basic acquisition systems, Micro.XRF or Micro-Mate, for either
EDS or EDX. All the Micro systems provide
spectra acquisition; sleek graphic interfaces
for spectral display and comparison; and automatic peak search, identification, integration, and labeling routines. The quantitative
or basic acqusition systems are both available for either the Macintosh II series or the
IBM PC/AT compatible computers. For further information please contact Kat Fennel
at Dapple System, (408) 733-3283.

When the team used an electron microscope
to examine the woman’s hairs in cross section
(see figure #10, p 10 ), the shafts appeared abnormal. Unlike the normally round cross sections
of human hair, this woman’s shafts appeared triangular or kidney-bean shaped, notes coauthor
James T. McMahon.
reprinted with permission from
SCIENCE NEWS, the weekly newsmagazine of science,
VOL 144, Sept 11, 1993, copyright 1993 by Science
Service, Inc.
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CUSTOMS LABORATORY
July 1993

Volume 5 Number 3 BULLETIN

CHARACTERIZATION OF ACID WASHED DENIM GARMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
USING THE STEREOMICROSCOPE AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
Le Tiet and Charles M. Erikson, Ph.D. Office of Laboratories & Scientific Services
INTRODUCTION
A textile finishing technique called “Acid wash” (AW) is a new addition to the intellectual
property rights (IPR) program in which the Customs laboratories actively participate. ITC
general exclusion order No. 337-TA-324, dated August 6, 1992, excluded the importation into
the United States of denim (or textile) garments and accessories which were finished by this
process in other countries.
In this finishing technique, garments in dry or semi-dry condition are tumbled with pumice stones, which are presoaked in potassium permanganate or sodium hypochlorite, to create
a blotchy look. The tumbling time is from a few to 30 minutes depending on the desired
effect.
Since there is no existing analytical method for this commodity, a research project was
undertaken at the headquarters laboratory to develop a procedure to differentiate acid washed
denim (or textile) garments and accessories from those finished by other processes such as
stone, enzyme, and stone & enzyme washed.
The following is a brief description of the other washing techniques (1):
1. Stone wash (SW)
Garments and pumice stones are tumbled together in water, with or without bleaching
agent, for 30-90 minutes depending on the desired effect. The bleaching agent is calcium or
sodium hypochlorite.
2. Stone & enzyme wash (S&EW)
The finishing is done as above with the presence of cellulase enzyme.
3. Enzyme wash (EW)
4

Only cellulase enzyme is used (no stones) with the presence or absence of bleaching
agent, and the desired effect depends on the time the enzyme is in contact with the garments.
This paper discusses the use of the stereomicroscope and scanning electron microscope
(SEM) to identify materials finished by the acid wash process by examining the surface fibers
and yarns.
EXPERIMENTAL
This investigation was done using the following:
-

Zoom stereomicroscope with polarizing set, Model Wild M8 (Leica)
Color video camera, Model RGB/YC/NTSC (Microimage Video Systems)
Color video printer, Model UP-5200MD (Sony Corp.)
Image analysis system, Bioquant System IV (R&M biometrics, Inc.)
Scanning electron microscope, Model 1810 (Amray)

The video camera was adapted to the stereomicroscope to capture images of the samples
which were enhanced and displayed on the video monitor of the image analysis (IA) system.
The video printer, which is controlled by the IA, in turn printed out hard copies of the images
displayed.
The stereomicroscope gave an overall view of the surface of the sample which consisted
of a swatch of approximately 15 cm x 15 cm (or larger). Examination at magnification 18X
was done by looking at the images displayed on the monitor screen of the IA and moving the
sample swatch to cover all areas.
The SEM was used to study in detail the physical damage of the surface fibers and yarns
on a smaller area of the sample. A small patch (1 cm ) of the denim material was attached to
an aluminum stub with carbon paint. The stub and sample were then Au-Pd sputter coated
with a Hummer VI A Sputtering System (Anatech Ltd.) to produce a conductive sample.
Instructive portions of the sample at magnifications of 60 - 418X were then documented with
a video copy processor (Mitsubishi Model P65U).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The samples studied were of known origin denim materials of simple twill weave construction where the basic repeat pattern was formed by a blue warp yarn which passed or
crossed over two white filling yarns then under one filling (2). They consisted of the following:
2 swatches of original denim fabric (no treatment)
5 EW
12 SW
6 S&EW, and
14 AW
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All samples were examined under the stereomicroscope, while only representative specimens of each type of finishing were studied under the SEM.
A. Stereomicroscope
In general, the samples of each type presented a specific pattern for the surface fibers and
yarns. During the washing process the surface fibers are disturbed and become loose, or cut,
or crushed, depending on the technique applied
To show how the various washing techniques affect the surface fibers and yarns, the
photomicrograph of an original untreated denim sample is included (Fig. 1, p 9). The warp
yarns were uniformly blue, and the filling yarns were white. The surface fibers wrapped
around the yarns which showed neither fluffiness nor short and broken fibers in the valleys
between the warp yarns.
The EW samples (Fig. 2, p 9) presented a smooth and clean looking surface because of
the action of cellulase enzyme on the cellulose fibers, which looked as if they were cut at the
surface of the yarns in the valleys located between the warp yarns. These short fibers appeared like rows of pile in between the yarns. In some instances, the yarns looked almost
like those in the unfinished fabric, except that they were slightly faded. Long randomly
scattered fibers could also be seen.
In S&EW materials, not only were the surface fibers short (like in EW), but also the
yarns looked abraded in some areas (like in SW), as can be seen in Fig. 3, p 9. The overall
surface still looked fairly clean because of the action of the enzyme on the broken and loose
fibers, with the presence of some long fibers randomly scattered. Here again the broken
fibers were gathered in the valleys between the warp yarns, and along the areas where the
filling yarns crossed over the warp yarns.
SW samples, with finishing ranging from subtle to intensive, were examined. They
looked like S&EW, but showed the most abrasive effect from the pumice stones. Perhaps
because this is a wet washing process, the fibers became very soft and were more readily
damaged by the stones, especially when the tumbling time is longer than in AW to produce
the same faded effect. The surface looked hairy, with the presence of a lot of short and some
long fibers often pushed toward the valleys between the warp yarns which also looked flattened (Fig. 4, p 9). The loose and broken fibers were more concentrated along the lines
formed when the filling yarns crossed over the warp yarns. Sometimes they were tangled up
to form balls.
Finally, samples of AW materials, finished at various tumbling times with pumice stones
presoaked in potassium permanganate or sodium hypochlorite, were investigated. The
bleaching effect varied from subtle to intense. Abrasion on the yarns was seldom noticed;
perhaps because this was a dry washing process the fibers were more resistant to the friction
of the stones. The overall surface of these samples appeared fluffy because the surface fibers
were loosened up but not broken. It is also assumed that this effect was due to shorter tumbling times. These fibers were very long, and they looked as if they wrapped around the
yarns, giving the impression of rows of cocoons. These were the distinctive characteristics
6

which set AW denims apart from products finished by other processes (Fig. 5, p 9). Debris
of pink pumice stone (impregnated with potassium permanganate) were found on occasions.
It should also be noted that where a short tumbling time (35 minutes) was used as in the
case of subtle acid or blotchy acid samples, for example, less dye was taken out and some
warp yarns remained intact and they looked almost like those in the original material. However, where there was contact with the pumice stones, the warp yarns looked fluffy.
B. Scanning Electron Microscope
The SEM was utilized to study the damage to the surface fibers and yarns.
Fig. 6, p 9 shows a small area of the surface of an EW sample. The loose fibers look as if
they were cut with a pair of scissors along the valleys between the warp yarns. The fiber
ends did not fray, nor were they crushed.
The S&EW samples presented a combined appearance between SW and EW, with the
presence of short and clean cut surface fibers, along with some abrasion on the surface of the
yarns. Also the fiber ends presented some fraying (Fig. 7, p 10). Some long loose fibers
could also be seen.
The SW samples presented the most noticeable abrasive effect from the pumice stones.
The abrasion could be seen all over the surface of the specimen examined. The loose ends of
the surface fibers were badly crushed and frayed. Also the broken fibers, usually fairly short,
were more concentrated in the valleys between the yarns (Fig. 8, p 10).
In AW materials, the abrasive effect from the pumice stones was seldom seen. The surface fibers were not badly crushed or frayed like in SW samples. Here again, the fibers were
very long, and looked as if they were loosened up but not cut and damaged. This created the
fluffy appearance of the yarns (Fig. 9, p 10).
In summary, in AW denims (fabrics) the surface looked fluffy because the fibers were
long and unbroken, and the yarns appeared swollen, while in EW, SW, and S&EW samples
the surface looked hairy because the fibers were short and broken, and the yarns were flat.
CONCLUSION
The results obtained from this study indicate that the stereomicroscope coupled to the IA
and the SEM can be used to characterize acid washed materials, and to differentiate them
from stone, enzyme, and stone & enzyme washed denim garments and accessories. The
physical appearance of the surface fibers and yarns constitutes the key element for the identification of these various washing techniques. Microscopy is a simple and fast analytical
procedure, because virtually no or very little sample preparation is necessary. Complementary procedures such as elemental analysis and infrared spectroscopy for analyzing borderline
cases are being developed and will be discussed in future articles.
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PEOPLE

FROM THE READERS:

Margaret Kelly has recently transferred from
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (Rockville, MD)
to the Postal Inspection Service forensic laboratory (Dulles, VA). Her responsibilities include examinations of explosives debris, fiberous trace
evidence, and various inks, and development of
standard SEM methods.

“... it may be a good idea to have an employment section In THE SEMINAR?” MJM
Great! If any crime/forensic lab has any positions for SEM/XRF/etc. people, we would certainly be pleased to post their vacancies. Also, if
any SEM/XRF/etc. people are seeking a position, we can post their requirements. (confidentially, of course)

Robert Moberly, formerly with the Virginia
Division of Forensic Science in (Fairfax, VA), also
joins the US Postal Service (Dulles, VA). His experience in the forensic analysis of building materials, glass, explosives, paint, safe insulation, synthetic fibers, and arson will fit well with the diversity of applications in the Postal Service Lab.

“I think it would be good to include, occasionally, short review articles which cover a
topic briefly and broadly but mainly provide
the scope of the topic and a lot of references.
Many people have heard of special techniques, say, cryo-SEM, but know nothing
about it or even where to start and this type
of article would benefit them.” MH

LEAD FREE

This is an important aspect of THE SEMINAR
philosophy. We have practitioners using techniques “not important enough” to publish, yet there
are others who could certainly benefit from knowing about them. We intend for THE SEMINAR to
provide the vehicle for this type of information exchange, and encourage all readers to take the
time to share this information!

Russ Davis, Tennessee Bureau of investigation, continues his survey of lead free primers.
He recently studied the residue from CCI 9mm
Luger “BLAZER” lead free centerfire cartridges.
Particles of Sr, Sr and S, Zn and S, and Sr, Cu,
Al, and Co were found. No Pb, Ba, or Sb was
detected.
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FILAMENT LIFE ...
(CONTINUED)

tron gun) occurs when the rate at which electrons
are released from the filament exceeds the rate
at which those electrons can be removed from
the immediate vicinity of the filament. Many have
referred to this limit of the gun emission current
as a “space charge” limitation.

In the last issue of THE SEMINAR, the issues
of filament life, saturation, and beam current stability were discussed. In this article, I want to expand upon one of the concepts developed in the
last issue that the saturation “point” is actually a
“range”. To do this, it’s useful to review the whole
concept of saturation.

We must now explore the factors that control
these two rates. The rate at which electrons are
released from any thermionic material, like our
tungsten filaments, depends on what the material
is (and hence, its “work function”), and its temperature. For tungsten in the temperature range
of interest (2500 - 3000 Kelvin), the rate of electron release approximately doubles for every 100°
increase in temperature. Since current is simply
the rate of flow of charge (in our case electrons),
this means we could potentially double our beam
current coming from the same area on our filament tip for every 100° temperature increase! Unfortunately, nothing in life is free and this improved
performance is no exception. The rate of tungsten evaporation, which limits filament life, increases by a factor of approximately 3 - 4 for
every 100° increase in temperature. But even if
we ignore evaporation, we cannot necessarily
take advantage of the improved performance if
the increased electron emission from our filament
is limited or “buffered” by the saturation effect.
This is where the second rate comes into effect.
How can we control the rate at which electrons
are accelerated away from the tip?

When an electron gun is operated in “saturation”, the total current emitted from the gun (the
emission current) has reached a maximum. When
one remarks that the “filament” is saturated, what
he/she is really saying is that the emission current has saturated or peaked. Why does this occur?
Current is emitted from an electron gun in two
stages or processes. First, electrons must be
released from the filament material by overcoming the material’s work function. Once released,
the electrons must be accelerated away from the
filament tip and out of the gun.
I’ve always found it useful to think of saturation in terms of the rates of these two processes.
Clearly, if we reach a point where electrons are
being released from the tungsten filament faster
than they can be accelerated away, then the behavior of our electron gun will change. It’s possible to think of all kinds of “real-life” analogies to
this process. Imaging rolling a ball to the edge of
a hill where gravity takes over and accelerates
the ball downward. What happens when we begin rolling balls to the edge of the hill faster than
gravity can accelerate them away? What happens when we supply water to the mouth of a
pipe (or to a constriction in a pipe) faster than the
water can flow out the opposite end? What happens when we “supply” more cars and trucks at
a particular point on a highway faster than they
can be accelerated away from that point? These
are all similar processes that result in a sort of
“backing up” or “buffering” phenomenon. And although, like most analogies, they may suffer a
little “modelitis”, they are still useful because they
help us to make some practical conclusions.

Obviously, the accelerating voltage (Kv) is one
factor which controls this. The higher the electric
field gradient (Kv), the higher the rate at which
electrons will be accelerated away once they’re
released from the tip. However, Kv is usually set
to particular values for applications reasons, i.e.
for x-ray analysis or particular imaging conditions.
Another way to control the rate of flow of electrons from the gun is the Wehnelt (grid aperture).
The Wehnelt can be thought of as a controlling
grid or electrode in between the electron emitter
(the cathode or filament) and the electron
“attractor” (the anode). A variable negative charge
(the “bias voltage”) is applied to the Wehnelt to
control the electron flow. Since the Wehnelt is
also radially symmetrical (i.e. a circular hole), it
also serves to electrostatically focus the electrons
to a crossover.

In our simplified model, saturation (in an elec11

If we increase this bias voltage without changing
filament temperature, two things will occur:
1. The electric field near the filament tip will be
altered, reducing the area of the tip contributing
electrons to the beam. The total emission current
will therefore decrease (Total Emission = Current per Unit Area, which is temperature-controlled,
multiplied by total area of tip which is allowed to
contribute electrons).
2. The rate at which released electrons can
be accelerated away from the filament tip will
decrease because of the higher “shielding” effect of the Wehnelt (i.e. the Wehnelt “shields” the
electron emitter - the filament - from the electron
attractor the anode).
Because of the second effect, the saturation
point will be reached “sooner”. In other words,
the electron release rate will exceed the electron
removal rate at a lower filament temperature. The
model of electron gun operation above describes
the behavior we actually observe quite well. The
filament temperature at which saturation occurs
is directly related to the total emission current.
The relationship which we observe can be characterized as a continuous “family” of possible saturation curves, illustrated schematically in Figure
1.
How does all of this relate to filament life and

performance? As Figure 1 shows, operating at
high bias voltages results in low total emission
currents and saturation occurring at low filament
temperatures. Filament lifetimes measuring in the
hundreds of hours can be obtained under these
conditions (assuming good vacuum conditions).
However, since the filament is running cool, the
current density obtained from the tip is low and
gun performance is not optimum. But this does
not mean gun performance is not satisfactory! For
most x-ray analysis and low to medium magnification applications, operating in this mode works
just fine (e.g. especially for long-term GSR
searches, automated or not).
However, if one is attempting to achieve the
best performance from the instrument at high
magnifications, the gun should be operated in a
way which maximizes the current in small beam
diameters. High filament temperatures will yield
these high current densities, but lower bias voltages (and thus higher total emission currents) must
be used if the high temperature is not to be wasted
because of space charge/saturation effects.
There is one additional gun parameter that SEM
users can control which will affect the “shielding”/
space charge effect of the Wehnelt. This is the
so-called h value - the distance between the
Wehnelt aperture and the filament. Very small hvalues will reduce space charge effects, allowing
you to operate at high temperatures before the
gun saturates. Conversely, large h-values will allow the Wehnelt to shield the filament
more from the anode, reducing the
rate at which released electrons can
be accelerated away. Thus, larger hvalues will cause emission to saturate
at low filament temperatures (low electron release rates).
. . Tony Owens,
CAMSCAN, USA
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DETERMINATION OF GUNSHOT RESIDUE LOST FOR ATOMIC

1

ABSORPTIONANALYSIS DUE TO USE OF ADHESIVE LIFTS
PRIOR TO COlTON SWABSAMPLING

William Matty
San Bernardino County Sheriff's Dept., San Bernardino, CA
Lynn Miller
Califomia State University. Los Angeles

ABSTRACT: Atomic absorption spectrometry is frequently used to detect trace levels of
metallic elements usociated with gunshot residues. The sampling medium is usually cotton
swabs moistened with a weak acid. In some gunshot residue coUectioDkits aD adhesive lift is
performed for scanning electron microscopy prior to the swabs being coUectedfor atomic
absorption. This type of sampling removes some of the material which would be coUectedby
the cotton swabs. To determine the amount of residue lost in adhesive disc sampling, a test was
designed to measure the amount of residue coUectedfrom a shooter's band when the swabs
were used alone, aDd when the swabs were used after adhesive disc sampling.
INTRODUCTION

.
Two analytical methOOshave beencommonly ~ltjli:!~ for the detection of gunshot rcsidue (GSR). they are
atomic absorption spectromeuy(AAS) aOOscanningelectron mi~
(SEM). The latter searchesfor spherically
shapedparticles collected on adhesivecoateddiscs. The elemental composition of the particles can be determined by
energy dispersiveX-ray iiX"uumetIy. Someof the elementsfoond in known GSR particles include antimony, lead,
bariwn. aluminum. CCJPPer,
iron, and sulfur. 1
:

.

The AAS method ~-5ILres the amount of antimony, lead aOObarium in samplescollected on cotton tipped
swabs.I In field use, someGSR kits contain 00th AAS aOOSEM sampling mediums and both pnx:eduresare followed.
In this dual sampling pnx:alure the adhesive1ifts are first collectedfrom the back of the haOOsfollowed by swaJi)ings
taken from the backsof the bands aOOalso the palm areas.' Since the AAS ana1ysismeasuresthe level of the elements
of interest and not just their presence,the amount of rcsiduecollected is important. Becausethe swab samplings
follow the adhesivesamples,somercsiduefrom the back of the bands is I~ for AAS analysis. This study was
designedto determine the loss that can be expectedwhen adhesivesamplingsprecedethe swab samplings.

:

EXPERIMENTAL
Test Firing
Two firearms were selectedfor test firing. The first was a Randall .45 caliber serni-automaticpistol usedwith
Remington ammunition loadedwith 185 grain jacketed hollow point (JHP) bullets. It was held two-handedand fired
three times per test firing session. The secondwas a Smith and WessonModel 629 .44 Magnum caliber revolver fired
with Remington .44 Specialammunition and round nosedlcad (RNL) bullets. It was held two-handedand fired twice

pertcstfiring. Thesameshooterperformedall testfirings. Handswerewashedinitially andthenammunitionwas
I~.
by the shooterimmediately P?or to shooting. The test firings were executedindoors so wind aOOweather
condiuonswere not a factor. Sampling was performedby the sameanalyst within minutes after each firing.
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Cotton tipped swabswith plastic stems,Johnsonand Johnsonbrand, were usedto collect the GSR The swabs
were moistenedwith 5% nitric acid. Both handswere swabbedon the back web area and the palms from wrist to
fingertips with two swabsper sampling area. For each test, sampleswere collected from the right back, right palm,
left back, and left palm. Two swabsmoistenedonly with the 5% nitric acid were taken as acid control swabsfor each
test. The sampleswere stored in plastic test tubes,

Adhesive Disc CoUection
Scotchbrand adhesivewas usedon 23 mm diameter aluminum discs. The web of the shOOter'shand was
datiJed with the disc until the adhesivestickinesswas lost. The discs were not examinedsince only the amount of
residue lost due to this procedurewas pertinent information and a method of quantitation of this material was not
readily available, The adhesivediscs were usedprior to the ~n
swabsin the last four test firings with each firearDl.

StaDdard PreparatioD
F~ stalMlardswere ~
for analysiswith two swa per tube. One st~~rd bad IK)thjng ackIcdto it and
was usedas a zero level control. To the SI, S2, aIMSS3 tubes, 100,200, aIMS400 microliters iCSpecti-VCIy
of the
working sr~rd
was a&Itd. The working sr~~rd contained 1 ppm Sb, 4 ppm Ba, IJId 4 ppm~. Thesewere
p~
from puchased ~~rds
which were all initially 1<XX>
ppm.

Staadard Swab and ExperimeDtai Swab Extraction

5

The sr~~rds aIMS
the experimental sampleswere dried in a 45-50 C drying oven. After drying. the swab
shafts were cut off just ~
the cotton tip and 1.0 ml of 100/0nitric acid was a(kSedto ~h bIbe. The tubeswere
cappedaIMS
extractedfor at least two hours in a 45-50C drying oven. Upon removal. 1.0 ml of water was addedto
eachtube aIMS
the tubeswere vortex mixed in preparation for analysis.

..

lDstrumentation
The instrumentation usedwas a Perkin Elmer Model 3030 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometerwith an
HGA 400 furnace and an AS 40 auto sampler, Seetable 1 for instrument operating conditions.

TABLE 1AAS INSTRUMENT OPERATING PARAMETERS
AntimonI AnalI~u
wavelength (nm): 217.6
sample volume (ul): 10

.
.
.,'

slit widtb (nm): 0.7
purge gas: argon.

step 1: (dry)

temperature: 100 C

ramp: 20 sec.

bold: 20 sec.

step 2: (char)
temperature: 700

ramp: 10

hold: 20

step 3: (atomize)
temperature: 2000

ramp: 0

bold: 5

step 4: (deanout)
temperature: 2400

ramp: 0

bold: 2

.
:

.

.,~

I

RESUL1'8AND DISCUSSION~~;~t
The first five test firings with the .45 semi-automaticand then the .44 revolver were conductedfor the purJK)seof
determining the reproducibility of the deposition of gunshot residue as determinedby AAS. No adhesivesamplings
were taken.
The .45 semi-automaticwas shot two-handedfor its test firings. As expected,GSR was found on both hands
In the first five samplings,the antimony levels on the right hand ranged from a low of 0.08 ppm to a high of 0.22 ppm
on the back and from 0.03 ppm to 0.19 ppm on the palm. The left hand levels ranged from a low of 0.0 1 ppm to a
high of 0.09 wm on the back and 0.03 ppm to 0.07 ppm on the palm. The large range on the right hand was due to
sample#A5 having twice the amount of antimony than most of the others. Despite this difference, the similarity in
the results warrantedcontinued testing with this firearm. (~figures
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MEETINGS, SCHOOLS . . .
(October 1993)
Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists (MAFS), Oct 9-14 Madison, Wl. Contact:
Michael Haas, 715/845-8626.
Northeastern Association of Forensic Scientists (NEAFS), Oct 14-16,1993, Springfield, MA.
Contact: Karolyn Leclaire, 617/566-4500.
Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists (NWAFS), Oct 19-22, 1993, Boise, ID.
SEM & X-ray Microanalysis for Materials Science, Oct 25-29, New Paltz, NY SUNY 914/2573800 - “The Longest Running Courses in SEM for 24 Consecutive Years”.
November 1993
Workshop on EDS, emphasizing DTSA (Desk Top Spectrum Analyzer), Mid-Atlantic Microbeam Analysis Society (MAMAS), Nov 1, 1993, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, Ryna Marienenko, 301/
975-3901.
December 1993
Monitoring & Maintaining the Electron Microscope, Dec 10-14, 1993 Warwick, England, RMS,
UK 0865-248-768
March 1994
Practical Aspects of Scanning Electron Microscopy, Session I: Mar 14-18,1994, Session II:
March 21-25,1994, Univer. of Maryland, College Park, MD. Tim Maugel 301/405-6898.
April 1994
Southern Association of Forensic Scientists (SAFS) and Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists (SWAFS), April 12-16,1994, Little Rock, AR. Ken Michau or Gary Dallas, 501/2275747.
May 1994
Scanning Microscopy 1994, May 7-12,1994, Toronto (Downtown, City Hall) Canada. Contact
Dr. Om Johari, Scanning Microscopy International,708/529-6677.
SCANNING 1994, May 17-20,1994, Charleston, SC. Contact Mary Sullivan, 201/818-1010
Mid-Atlantic Association of Forensic Science (MAAFS), May 4 - 6, 1994, VIrginia Beach, VA.
Contact: Susan Stanitski, 804/683-8327.
June 1994
Lehigh Microscopy Short Courses, June 13-23,1994, Bethlehem, PA. Contact: David Williams, 215/758-5133.
July 1994
Southern Association of Forensic Scientists (SAFS) and Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists (SWAFS), April 12-16,1994, Little Rock, Arkansas. Contact: Ken Michau or Gary
Dallas, 501/227-5747.
October 1994
Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists (MAFS) Oct 11-16,1994, Cleveland, OH
MAS/MSA 1994, New Orleans, LA
MAS/ 1995, Denver, CO
MSA 1995 ?
MAS/MSA 1996, Minneapolis
18

PUBLICATION POLICY
The purpose of THE SEMINAR is to promote and foster the timely exchange of ideas, information,
and developments within the community of Electron Microscopists in Forensic Science. Articles and
submissions from contributors appearing in this publication are not to be considered the opinions or
statements of the FBI or as an endorsement for any policy, program, or service by the FBI. Nor are
the techniques or methods described in various articles and submissions necessarily considered to
have a consensus of support within the scientific community. Contributing authors assume total responsibility for the contents and accuracy of their submissions.
To be on the mailing list, change your address, or send submissions, contact:
THE SEMINAR
c/o Dennis Ward
FBI Laboratory
Rm 3342D
Washington, DC 20535
FAX: 202/324-4642
Phone: 202/324-2982

Title:
Name:
Organization:
Street:
City:
State:
(Country):
Telephone:

Zip Code:
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